technical specifications
Item
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Total thickness
ISO 1765

7

Wear classification
EN1307

techn. specs

Coral grip HD

Coral grip MD

Coral logo

With backing: approx. 17 mm
Open structure: approx. 16mm

With backing: approx. 12 mm
Open structure: approx. 11mm

Approx. 8 mm

33, commercial heavy

G

Grip HD series 61xx, 6 colours

,
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Available sizes
(all sizes are approx.)
Roll sizes without 2,5cm
edge each side
Mat sizes with 2,5cm
edge all sides
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Grip MD series 69xx, 6 colours

Logo series 43xx

Mats

Rolls

Mats

Special sizes
no edges

std. sizes
with edge

122cm

60 x 90 cm

122cm

60 x 90 cm

any width,
any length

55 x 90 cm

up to 100 cm wide

105 x 155 cm,
105 x 300 cm

up to 150 cm wide

155 x 205 cm,
155 x 300 cm

up to 200 cm wide

205 x 205 cm,
205 x 300 cm

Mats only with
open structure

Mats only with
open structure
Roll lengths
approx. 15m
No

Castor chair continuous use r=2,5

7

7-8

7

Rubbing EN ISO 105/X12

4,5

4,5

4,5

Water EN ISO 105/E01

5

5

4,5

Seawater EN ISO 105/E02

5

5

Shampoo - BS 1006

5

5

4,5

4,5

Open: hor. 1x1010 Ω, vert. 3x1010 Ω
With backing: hor. 4x1010 Ω,
vert. 1x1010 Ω

Open: hor. 3x1010 Ω, vert. 6x109 Ω
With backing: hor. 4x1010 Ω,
vert. 1x1010 Ω

Manufacturing
method/type

Non Woven scraping mat with
embossing

Non Woven scraping mat

Tufted, 5/32” cut-pile

Designs

3-dimensional interconnected
monofilaments in two colours

3-dimensional interconnected
monofilaments

Hi-definition custom print

100% vinyl
Solution dyed

100% vinyl
Solution dyed

100% polyamide

Colour fastness ratings:
Light - EN ISO 105/B02

Antistatic properties ISO 10965

Pile material
Tuft base
Backing
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Organic solvents EN ISO 105/X05

.

33, commercial heavy

Rolls

Roll lengths
approx. 10m
Suitability for castor
chairs EN 985

33, commercial heavy

Total weight
ISO 8543

Daily cleaning
	It is essential to remove dry soiling at least once a day. The most effective method is to use
vacuum cleaners that incorporate a mechanically driven rotating brush or suction-only
machines with a rotating brush attachment. Vacuum slowly and in all directions across the
matting, to get the full effect of the combined suction and brushing.

Regular cleaning
	Spot cleaning
Gently clear away the spillage from the surface with a blunt scraper. Treat what is left of the
spillage with a proprietary carpet spot cleaner (for polyamide pile floorcoverings) and rinse
with clean water. Allow to dry. High traffic areas need additional attention, to remove
concentrated surface soiling and reduce the appearance of “traffic lanes”.
• Dry extraction: this method uses a moist compound that is impregnated
with water, detergent and safe-to-use solvents.
• Cylindrical brush extraction: this method also uses machines with counter-rotating brushes,
but this time a proprietary carpet cleaning solution is brushed into the pile and the dirty
water returned straight to the machine. When it is a loose lay matting, whipping it regularly
is important.

Non-woven polyester
Open structure or with
EVERFORT® vinyl backing

Open structure or with
EVERFORT® vinyl backing

EVERFORT® vinyl

With backing:
approx. 7800 gram/m²
Open structure:
approx. 5100 gram/m²

With backing:
approx. 6200 gram/m²
Open structure:
approx. 3500 gram/m²

Approx. 4000 gram/m²

Pile installation weight
ISO 8543

Approx. 1200 gram/m²

Pile thickness ISO 1766

Approx. 5 mm

Pile density ISO 8543

0,186 gram/cm³

Number of tufts

Approx. 91500/m²
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Comfort class EN 1307
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All Coral products meet the demands set by EN 14041

T
Z

Fire behaviour
EN 13501-1

with backing Cfls1

with backing Cfls1

Cfls1

Slip resistance
EN 13893

µ0,78

µ0,82

DS

Suitability for stairs
EN 1963

Forbo FloorCare method

LC3
Stairs continuous use
(open structure)

No

Scheduled maintenance
• At intervals, the matting should be treated with a deeper cleaning process called “spray
extraction”. This removes soiling from the base of the pile and restores the surface texture
to optimise its “clean-off” performance. Factors like the type and amount of traffic, as well
as the effectiveness of “Daily cleaning” and “Regular cleaning” will govern how often this
deep cleaning is needed.
	This process can be carried out using either a spray extraction machine or a 3-in-1 spray and
brush machine. When wet cleaning is not possible a pouder cleaning is the best solution.
	When it is a loose lay matting, you should spray the matt now and then with a waterhose
and if necessary brush it clean.

